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Aegis persona game

Roleplay video game Persona 3Japanese box artistic(s)AtlusPublisher(s)JP: AtlusNA: Atlus USAEU: Cow (PS2) AU: THQ (PS2) EU: Ghostlight (PSP)Director(s)Katsura Hashino[1]Producer(s)Katsura Hashino[1]Programmer(s)HirokaZu TohyamaArtist(s)Shigenori Soejima[1] author(s)Yuichiro TanakaComposer(s)Shoji
Meguro[2][3]SeriesMegami Tensei (main)Persona (sub-series)Platform(s)PlayStation 2PlayStation PortableRelease July 13, 2006 PlayStation 2JP: July 13, 2006NA: August 14, 2007EU : February 29, 2008AU: March 6, 2008FESJP: April 19, 2007NA: April 22, 2008EU: October 17, 2008AU: November 13,
2008PlayStation Portable[4]JP: November 1, Genre(s)Role play, social simulationMode(s)Single Persona 3,[5] also known as Shin Megami Tensei: Persona 3, is a role player developed by Atlus. It is the fourth installment in the Persona series, which is part of the larger Megami Tensei franchise. The game was originally
released by Atlus for the PlayStation 2 in Japan in July 2006; The North American release of the game was delayed until 2007 due to problems with the publication of the official artbook. Persona 3 FES, a director's cutting version with a new playable epilogue among other changes, was released in Japan in 2007 and
worldwide the following year. In Persona 3, the player takes the role of a male high school student joining the Specialized Outdoor Performance Team (SEES), a group of students investigating the Dark Hour, a period between one day and the next to which few people are aware. During the Dark Hour, the player goes
Tartartarian, a great tower with shadows, creatures that feed on the minds of man. To fight the shadows, every member of SEES is able to summon a Persona, a manifestation of a person's inner self. The game's most iconic feature is the method by which the members of SEES release their Personas: by firing a gun-like
object called an Evoker on their head. In addition to the standard elements of role-playing games, Persona 3 includes elements of simulation games, as the game's protagonist progresses day by day by a school year, making friends and forming relationships that improve the power of its Personas in the fight. Reception
of Persona 3 was mainly positive; critics enjoy the game's social elements, while some have found its battles and environments repetitive. Persona 3 FES's epilogue was said to give narrative closure to the original game, although it was criticised for not realizing the simulation aspect of Persona 3. A PlayStation Portable
version of Persona 3, entitled Persona 3 Portable was released in Japan in November 2009, in North America in July 2010, and in Europe in April 2011. The PSP version adds the ability to play as a female protagonist, new story elements and music, and a new interface designed for the PSP. Two fighting matches
showing the storyline of SEES, Persona 4 Arena and Persona 4 Arena was released in the early hours of the morning. Released. Persona 3 has also seen related forms of media released, including a rhythm game spinoff, various soundtrack albums, musical concerts and radio dramas, a manga adaptation, an anime
series, and an episode animated film series. Game The Protagonist gets academic skills by studying in the school library. The upper-right area of the screen indicates the current date, period and phase of the moon. Persona 3 combines elements of traditional role-playing games and simulation games. The game follows
the protagonist character, balancing their daily life of going to school and building relationships with other people with the fight against evil beings known as Shadows during the mysterious Dark Hour. Each day is divided between various time zones, the most common is After School/Daytime and Evening. With the
exception of written events, such as plot progress or special occasions, the player is free to choose how each day is spent, with most activities causing time to pass on. The types of activities and characters that can be varied with depending on the day of the week and time of day. In addition, some activities are limited by
the protagonist's three characteristics; Academics, charms and Courage, which can be built by performing various activities or making certain correct choices. [7] During the evening, players can choose to visit Tartarus, the game's main success, where they can build their party's experience and gain new items. On the
day of the full moon, players will participate in a boss battle to progress the story. [8] Persons and social links The most important element of the game is the Personas, various creatures and samples associated with the Great Arcana of the Tarot. [9] Each Person has its own set of strengths and weaknesses, and
possesses various abilities ranging from offensive and support capabilities, to passive abilities that support the character. Since each of the game's main characters have their own Persona, some of which change as the story progresses, the protagonist is able to swing multiple Personas, which can be switched between
battles. [10] New Persons can be created by visiting the Velvet Cream and harvesting several People together, passing alongside certain moves of the Persons used. The Personas that can create a player is limited by the current level of the protagonist. [10] [11] Persons can also be obtained from Shuffle Time after
battles, and previously obtained Persons can be summoned from the Persona Compendium for a fee. [11] The Velvet Room also allows players to retrieve guests, such as recycling certain items, in order to obtain a reward. New to the series are Social Links (コミュ, Komyu, Enlightenment. commu, short for community),
ties formed with several of the game's characters, with each social link containing a specific Major Arcana. By time with these characters To spend, increase these social links in rank. When a Persona of Specific Arcana, an experience bonus will be granted if that Arcana owns a social link, with larger bonuses awarded
depending on the rank. Performing certain activities or performing a Persona of a respective Arcana can help bring a social link closer to increasing rank. Maximum a social Link gives players the ability to create specific persons of every Arcana. On the other, negative actions, such as wrong dialogue choices or dating
multiple characters, can lead to a reverse social link, which can prevent players from summonsing Personas from that Arcana to fixed. In the worst case scenario, a reverse social link can break, effectively removing all persons from that Arcana from the game. Tartarus and Combat a Typical Battle in Persona 3. The
portraits on the right side of the screen indicate the status of the player's party. Tartarus is the game's most important churcher, which can be visited during the evening provided that the conditions allow it (e.g. the absence of some characters can prevent the player from visiting Tartarus that evening). [12] The player may
order the other party members to divide to explore the area, or automatically attack shadows in sight. Players will eventually come across boss floors, in which the player must defeat powerful Shadows in order to continue their progress. In addition, certain floors stop further progress through the tower until the story
progresses. Sometimes innocent civilians will wander in Tartarus and wind up on certain floors. To safely save these civilians before receiving a full-moon bonus rewards from the police station. Spending too much time in Tartarus can cause characters to become Tired or sick, which can affect their performance during
the fight. In addition, if the protagonist gets tired or sick, some activities, such as studying the night, can be hindered. Players can restore their status by taking certain items, visiting the confirmation, or going to sleep early. [13] The battle takes place when the player comes into contact with a Shadow roaming the floor,
with the battle party consisting of whoever is in close proximity. Attacking the Shade without being noticed will give the player an advantage, while the enemy gets an advantage if the player first attacked. [14] Battles use the Press Turn system, in which both allied and enemies turn to attack using weapons, items or
Persona capabilities. [9] Using the Tactics option, the player can assign specific battle AI to each party member (in Persona 3 Portable, they may also choose to issue direct assignments). [15] Offensive seizures are divided into three physical types; Strike, Slash, and Pierce, and six elements; Fire, ice, electricity, wind,
light and dark properties of which both Persons and Shadows can possess strengths and weaknesses. Physical abilities use HP while elementary and support magic SP. By exploiting an enemy's weakness or carrying out a critical attack, characters can En, grant that character an extra turn, although enemies can also
benefit from an ally's weakness to get an additional turn. [12] If the player succeeds in knocking off all opponents, they can be afforded the opportunity to carry out an All-Out Attack, in which all competent party members assaulted the enemies for massive damage. [9] Allies who lose all their HP can be revived with revival
items and abilities, but if the protagonist loses all their HP, the game will end. When a battle is won, players get experience points divided among the party members. Earning enough experience allows Personas to increase in level, inderbilized statistics and new capabilities. [10] Some People may also provide skills
cards that can be given to others To teach their new abilities. Increasing the protagonist's level will allow higher level Personas to be summoned in the Velvet Chamber, as well as allow the player to carry more Personas. At the end of certain battles, a minigame known as Shuffle Time may appear, in which players
choose a card from a set that's coming around. It can grant bonuses, such as additional experience points, cash, or restored health, or the player to give new Personas. However, choosing a cursed map will cause an extremely powerful sample, death or better known as the Reaper to appear on the current floor. Plot
Institution The story of Persona 3 takes place in a 2009 Japanese city called Iwatodai (巖⼾), built and funded by the Kirijo Corporation. Several experiments carried out ten years ago lit the Dark Hour (Shadow jikan間). [16] During this time most people turned into coffers and they are not aware of the Dark Hour;
however, there is a chosen group of people who are. [16] The dark hour bends reality; Gekkoukan High School, where most of the characters attend school during the day, becomes a large labyrin tower called Tartarus, and animals known as Shadows roam the area, prey on the minds of those who are still aware. [12]
The Shadows leave their victims in near-cotton states outside the Dark Hour. [17] To investigate and learn the Dark Hour, Shadows and Tartarus, the Specialized Extra-Mural Execution Team or SEES, was created. SEES is a group of high school members who are able to summon beings known as Personas to combat
shadows. [12] The Persona 3 manual describes Persona's second soul living deep in a person's heart. It is a very different personality that emerges when confronting a person with something outside this world. [16] Persona users usually sue their Persona by firing a gun-like object called an Evoker on their head. [8] An
effect that appears to be broken glass comes from the user's head when the Evoker is used. Characters Main Article: List of Persona 3 Characters The Main Character of Persona 3 is a silent named by the player at the beginning of the He is a teenage boy, orphans of a child and returns to the city he grew up in ten
years before attending The High School Chewed. [16] After learning of his ability to summon a Persona, he joined SEES, which was compiled from students at his school: Yukari Takeba, a popular, cheerful girl; Akihiko Sanada, a calm and collected senior who leads the school's boxing team; and Mitsuru Kirijo, the
Student Council President and daughter of the head of the Kirijo Group, which provides backup during the war. [19] As the game progresses, SEES gets several new members: Junpei Iori, a class claw and the Protagonist's best friend; [19] Fuuka Yamagishi, a shy girl who replaced Mitsuru as a support character; Aigis, a
female Android designed by the Kirijo group to fight shadows; [20] Ken Amada, a primary school player whose mother was murdered by a Persona user; [21] Shinjiro Aragaki, a former member of SEAS who ceased due to previous events; [22] And Koromaru, a dog capable of summoning a Persona. [23] Story Persona 3
began with the Protagonist transferred to Chewed High School and moved into a dorm in the city. [16] After learning of his ability to summon a Persona, he was asked to join SEES and was eventually elected to his leader in battles. Additional members join SEES over time, all students attending Gekkoukan: Junpei, who
only recently discovered his ability to summon a Persona; Akihiko, whose arm injury prevented him from fighting; and Fuuka, who replaced Mitsuru as the team's support member. After awakening its Persona capability, the Protagonist is transported to the Velvet Room, which its owner, Igor, says is a rich between dream
and reality. [24] Igor explains to him that his Persona capability is special: he is the only member of SEES that can swing multiple Personas in the war. [25] In-game is the Velvet Chamber where the player can melt two or more Personas to create a new one. Igor also encourages the Protagonist to meet people and form
ties with them, known as Social Links. According to Igor, the power of his Social Links will determine his potential in fights. [26] At nights when the moon is full, the city is attacked by a Shadow more powerful than those found in Tartarus. After several of these incidents, Mitsuru is forced to reveal to the team the origins of
Tartarus and the Dark Hour. Ten years earlier, the Kirijo Group, a research company founded by Mitsuru's grandfather, began to increase and contain shadows. They studied experiments on them and performed to use their power. However, the experiments went wrong so that the shadows could escape and gather in
twelve larger beings. Each is affiliated with one of the twelve Major Arcana. SEES's leader, Shuji Ikutsuki, informs them that, if they had all twelve of the greater Shadows, Tartarus and the Dark Hour forever [28] As the year continues, the group adds two more Persona users to their team: Ken and Koromaru. While
holiday in Yakushima, Junpei, Junpei, and the Protagonist encounter Aigis, who recently escaped the laboratory where she was detained, despite being disabled for years. [29] For reasons why she can't explain, she has a need to be near the Protagonist and even break into his dorm room at night to monitor him. [30]
Aigis was also enrolted in SEES. After defeating the twelfth and final Shadow, SIENS teaches that they were deceived by Shuji Ikutsuki. By destroying the greater Shadows, they liberated parts of a being known as Nyx, which will bring the end of the world if fully restored. [31] Nyx, or the maternal being, is the creator of
shadows; she was drawn to earth by The Appriser, or Death, a shadow of death arcanum. SEES meets the Appriser disabled as Ryoji Mochizuki, a recent transfer student at Gekkoukan High School. [32] The Shadow experiments created the Death Shadows ten years earlier, although it is in an incomplete state. [33]
Aigis, who was unable to defeat the shadow, sealed it inside the Protagonist, who was a child at the time. [34] By defeating the twelve larger shadows, the Death Shadows were recreated. Its purpose is to lead Nyx into the world, which will insult the extermination of all life on earth. Ryoji indicates that Nyx cannot be
defeated; However, he offers SIENS an alternative. If they were to kill him, their memories of the Dark Hour and Tartarus would disappear and allow them to continue life unaware of their coming death. Aigis, who now realizes why she wanted to protect the Protagonist, began to believe she was useless. She calls on
SEES to kill Ryoji as they cannot defeat Nyx. By encouraging her friends, however, she gets the decision to connect with SEES as they try to fight Nyx. On 31 December, New Year's Eve must decide whether to kill Ryoji or save his life. As the protagonist kills him, the game cuts to Graduation Day, with the whole of
SEES (baring Aigis) losing their memories of the Dark Hour and the Shadows, ending on a dark note as they prepare to celebrate in blessed ignorance until Nyx inevamablely brings over the fall and all of humanity dies. If he is spared, then the game continues, and on January 31, SEE ascends to face the roof of
Tartarus ryoji, which has transformed into the Nyx Avatar. [38] While they may smote him, Nyx gos on to come down to earth. As it happens, the Protagonist is summoned to the Velvet Chamber, where Igor reminds him that the power of his Social Links will determine his potential. The Protagonist hears the voices of his
friends who encourage him. The power of his Social Links gives him the power of the Universe so that he can seal Nyx of humanity. [39] The world returns to normal, although the memories of the past year associated with the Dark Hour are lost to the members of SEAS. Aigis and the Protagonist, however, remember.
On go the two to the roof of the school, where the members of SEAS have promised to comply with stop Nyx and live to see their graduation ceremony. As Mitsuru gives her graduation speech, she and the rest of SEES suddenly regain their memories, and the group rushes to the roof to fulfill the promise they all made.
This is where Aigis thank the Protagonist for her a purpose in life: protecting him. [40] The Answer The Events of The Answer begins on 31 March, shortly after the end of the original match. During the opening order it was revealed that the Protagonist died; [41] The other characters speculate that his death relates to him
who defeated Nyx. [42] The school year ended and the dorm must be closed soon. Aigis reveals to the group that she will not attend school next year. [43] During their last dinner, the SEAS members discovered that they were trapped in their dorm, and that the day March 31 repeated itself. [44] Later, a large door-like
hole opens in the floor of the dorm, and SEES is attacked by Metis, an anti-shadow weapon similar to Aigis. Amid the fight against Methy to protect her friends, Aigis's Persona, Athena, turned into Orpheus, the original Persona of the Protagonist. She also gets the Protagonist's Wild Card ability. [45] Aigis is able to
subdue Metis, whose actions were an attempt to end the time consciousness and save Aigis, which she calls her sister. [47] Under the dorm is the Abyss of Time, the cause of the timing. The Abyss contains seven doors, whose interior of multi-floor churches contains, similar in the design of Tartarus; it is in these areas
that take place the game's fight. [48] At the bottom of each churcher, the characters testify an event from the past of a member of SEES. After seeing several of these flashbacks, the characters distinguish that the event shown in each door relates to how that person woke up on their Persona. [49] At the bottom of the
seventh and final by fighting SEES a shadowy version of the Protagonist. After defeating it, each of them gets a key. By combining the keys, they would be able to end the time hitting and leave the dorm. [50] Metis, however, offers an alternative: instead of unlocking the front door of the dorm, they can also use the keys
to travel back on time, until before the fight against Nyx and the death of the Protagonist. [51] Now cannot agree on how to use the keys, the characters determine that they must fight each other to decide; Yukari and Mitsuru want to travel on time and save the Protagonist from his destiny, Akihiko and Ken want to honor
his sacrifice and leave the dorm, while Junpei and Koromaru intend to act as a neutral party and hold the keys until the other can make a rational decision. [52] Aigis, Fuuka and Metis claim all eight keys, melting in the Final Key. After the debate over what to do now, they discover a third, new door in Abyss of Time,
which the group uses (without the Final Key) to travel to the moment the Protagonist sealed Nyx of the world. [53] Metis explains that the purpose of the created by the Protagonist was not to seal Nyx itself (which is not inherently evil), but to prevent humanity's despair from crying out to Nyx and bringing the Fall again.
The subconscious mind of mankind despair and wishes death constantly a monster called Erebus that sues Nyx to destroy the world; Metis implies that Erebus's contact with Nyx is causing the Fall (which was prevented by SEES). [54] SEE THAT the wishes that Erebus created also came from them, and therefore they
fight it and are able to defeat it. Mitsuru points out that Erebus will return, as people will never stop wishing death. [56] After breaking the time-hitting and left through the front door of the dorm with the Final Key, Metis, Aigis and the rest of SEAS, it is summoned to the Velvet chamber, much to Igor (pleasant) surprise. [57]
This is where they learn of Metis' true origin: that she is a manifestation of a part of Aigis's personality. Upset about the death of the Protagonist, she no longer wanted to live like a human being, and wanted to return to a machine. [58] However, after being set free from the Abyss of Time, Aigis intends to continue
attending school, something she chose not to do earlier. [59] Developing a Japanese advertisement for Persona 3, created by the game's art director, Shigenori Soejima. The advertisement contains three important game elements: school, Persona and friendship. [60] Persona 3 began developing in 2004, after
completing Shin Megami Tensei: Nocturne and Digital Devil Saga. [61] In March 2006, the first details of Persona 3 were unveiled in the Japanese gaming magazine Famitsū. [62] In addition to the announcement of the game's Japanese release date of 13 July, the three-page article outlined the game's premises,
combat systems and the Social Link system (known as Community in the Japanese version. It also profiled three characters – the Protagonist, Junpei and Yukari – as well as their respective Persons: Orpheus, Hermes and Io. [63] The main character artist and art director for Persona 3 was Shigenori Soejima. [64]
Character artist for the previous Persona titles, Kazuma Kaneko, gave the work to Soejima so that he could thin up more experience. Soejima felt some pressure when he designed the characters because he didn't want to disappoint the series's fanbase. The goal was to make players of the Megami Tensei series feel
satisfying that they supported the Persona series. In an interview, Soejima compares the game's aesthetic and the game's style with a fantastic manga, referring to the use of mecha-like Persona and Mitsuru's flamboyant styling. Soejima returned to design the character Metis for FES. [64] The user interface is designed
to stand out during the game's marketing, with its blue-coloured design intended to elicit a cool and stylish atmosphere. [66] The anime cutscenes Persona 3 and FES are animated by animation production company Point Pictures. [67] In an interview with the magazine Play, lead leads For Persona 3 Katsura Hashino
discusses why the decision was made to be directed party members through an artificial intelligence: I think it's more fun to have party members controlled by their AI, so each member's qualities and personality are on the bright display. No objections were also raised under the Persona 3 development team. He also
points out that the system has not been well received by players of the game. [68] Later, the use of AI for the secondary party members was described as a stylistic choice representing the game's theme to conquer the fear of death through ties: each character was their own person, and the player could only influence
things by communicate with them. [69] Persona 3 does not include the negotiating elements of previous Persona or Megami Tensei games, enableing players to speak to enemies during a struggle to recruit them, earn money or acquire items. However, the social elements of Persona 3 (and its successor, Persona 4) are
regarded as the equivalent of the negotiating system by the development team. Maragos said in an 1UP.com that negotiation is not gone... And [that] still factors in Persona Fusion; it's still a big part of the game. I feel it's dismayed, but it's there. [70] Localisation The localisation of Persona 3 was handled by Yu Namba
and Nich Maragos. During this process the team worked to leave as much of the original Japanese content intact and a trend began with Persona 2: Eternal Punishment. One of the ideas the team had for Persona 3 was to use it as a medium to make Japanese culture known to a western audience. [71] While persona 3
was localised for English-speaking countries, the pregna texts used by the characters were retained in the original Japanese script. According to Maragos, its use is so much more meaning for the text. In an interview with RPGamer, project editor Yu Namba explained that some of the Japanese sense of humour, things
that made absolutely no sense in Western culture... were replaced with jokes that at least somewhat parallel to the originals. One of the changes to be made was to the school tests, based on questions about the English language. A similar change was Mitsuru's second language: in the original version it was English, but
for the localized version her second language was changed to French. This choice was influenced by her cultivated look. In addition, in-game references to the original Shin Megami Tensei were changed to references to Revelations: Persona. [71] Music The soundtrack for Persona 3 was completely composed by Shoji
Meguro, with the sole exception of Adventurous Law composed by Yosuke Uda. It was released by Aniplex on 19 July 2006 as a two discrimination track in Japan. A selection of clips from the full soundtrack bundled with the North American release of the game. [75] An arranged album, entitled Burn My Dread -
Reincarnation: Reincarnation: 3- Was also released in Japan by Aniplex on April 18, 2007. It contains eleven arrangements of tracks of Persona 3, as well as an extensive version of the song Burn My Dread. Meguro said the development of Persona 3 was one of his first opportunities to fully realise his music in video
games. The soundtrack features a high use of vocals, although Meguro did not regard it as special or exceptional. A tune of previous Persona titles he rearranged was Aria of the soul, the theme of the Velvet Room. The game's battle theme, Mass Destruction, was originally just a prototype, but the reception to it was so
positive that it was in the final game. [77] In the past, the hardware restrictions of the original PlayStation required him to compile music in 100-200 kilobyte samples, which he felt the music sounded pretty cheap. The move to the PlayStation 2 allowed for real-time streaming of music. Meguro considers it the point where
[he] could eventually express [his] music without making any compromises. He was also concerned about the pronunciation of the English lyrics. Meguro returned to compile new music for Persona 3: FES. Released in Japan by Aniplex on May 2, 2007, the soundtrack contains the original score for FES, as well as
arrangements of music from earlier games in the Persona series. [79] The Snow Queen, compiled by Kenichi Tsuchiya, is a remix of the theme in Revelations: Persona. Maya's Theme, compiled by Kenichi Tsuchiya, and Time Castle, compiled by Toshiko Tasaki, are drugs of traces of Persona 2: Innocent Sin. [80]
Persona 3 Portable contains new background music, which can be heard if the player chooses to control the game's new female protagonist. [81] The game's official soundtrack was released in Japan on 25 November 2009. [82] When the original PlayStation 2 version of Persona 3 was first released in Japan, it sold
127,472 copies in Japan by 2008. [84] The North American release of Persona 3 shipped as a collector's edition box, which features the game, a soundtrack disc and a 52-page art book. The game's original release date was July 24, 2007. Atlus, however, encountered a problem producing the art book a few days before
the proposed ship date. Instead of sending the game without the book, the company decided to push back its release three weeks, to August 14. Atlus issued a press release explaining that they had delayed the game so that the quality of the package, which would have been irreparable if they reviewed or abandoned
the luxury package. [85] Persona 3 FES was first released along with the original game in two forms: the Regular Edition — which contains both the director's cutting version of Persona 3, and the new epilogue – as two separate disks, and the Annex of edition, which contains both the director's cutting version of Persona



3, and the new epilogue – as two separate disks, and the Annex of edition, which contains both the director's cutting version of Persona 3, and the new epilogue – as two separate disks, and the Annex of edition, which contains both the director's cutting version of Persona 3, and the new epilogue – as two separate disks,
and the Annexure of edition, which contains both the director's cutting version of Persona 3, and the new epilogue – as two separate the epologist contains on a single disk. [86] Persona 3 and its extension were released. Released. in Japan on 19 April 2007. Atlus did not announce plans to release FES outside Japan at
the time. [73] This announcement did not come until February 2008 when the game's North American release date revealed that it was April 22, 2008. [87] An exclusive Amazon.com limited edition bundle was released on 28 November 2008, with Art of Persona 3 art book, Persona 3 soundtrack disc and the FES edition
in a cardboard sleeve. [88] The FES edition of the game was also released on PSN on 10 April 2012. [89] Persona 3 Portable was released as a detached game and as part of a bundle package, which includes a T-shirt and desk calendar. [90] The game on its own retail for 6,279 yen (US$68), while the bundle (known as
Persona 3 Portable DX) is sold for 8,495 yen (US$92). [91] In its first month of release, Persona sold 3 Portable more than 158,000 copies in Japan. [94] During the North American release, Atlus Junpei offered a pre-order bonus for the purchase of Persona 3 Portable. [96] OntvangsAggregate
scoreAggregatorScoreMetacritic86/100[106]89/100 (FES)[107]89/100 (PSP)[108]Review scoresPublicationScore1Up.comA-[97]A (FESP)[108]Resensie tellingsPublicationScore1Up.comA-[97]A (FESP)[108]Resensie tellingsPublicationScore1Up.comA-[97]A (FESP)[108]Review scoresPublicationScore1Up.comA-[97]A
(FESP)[108]Resensie tellingsPublicationScore1Up.comA-[97]A (FESP)[108]Resensie tellingsPublicationScore1Up.comA-[97]A (FESP)[108]Review scoresPublicationScore1Up.comA-[97]A (FESP)[ [98]Famitsu33/40[101] 32/40 (PSP)[102]Game Informer8.5/10 (FES)[100]GameSpot8.5/10[9]8.5/10 (FES)[44]GameSp
[103] (FES)[104]GamesRadar+9/10[99]GameTrailers9/10[105]IGN8.3/10[12]8.8/10 (FES)[48]AwardsPublicationAwardFamitsuRPG van die Jaar[109]GameSpotRPG van die Jaar[110]GameSpyPS2 RPG van die Jaar[111]RPGamerRPG van die Dekade[112]RPGFanRPG van die Jaar[113] Persona 3 het positiewe
resensies ontvang op sy vrystelling , who earned a Metacritic score of 86. Shane Bettenhausen of 1UP.com called the game a refreshing new take on the MegaTen [Megami Tensei] concept, and the best RPG hitting the PS2 this year. He praised the excellent AI for directing the actions of party members during the fight,
which he felt created the series's fastest and most dynamic combat system to date. [97] Jeff Haynes of IGN criticised the system and found that it would sometimes lead to the death of the player's character, causing a match over. [12] GameTrailers gave the game a score of 9.0 and called it a rare supernatural delicacy
and declared it is an RPG that fans of the genre should not miss. GameSpy's Patrick Joynt praised the social elements of Persona 3 and called the game's social links almost universally fascinating. While he suspects the simulation elements will likely be the biggest hurdle for fans of role-playing or Megami Tensei games
In his review he wrote that he cannot stress enough how well done it is. [103] Heidi Kemps of GamesRadar found that the game's teenage themes are a refreshing change of those of other games in the genre as they become alive on social awkwardness at that time. [99] Game Informer's Joe Juba found that the game's
environments are weak, as most of the game takes place within one tower [Tartarus]. He also noted in his review that the game's roots in the Megami Tensei Tensei if strange would come to new players. If you don't know anything about people who lift Personas, or simply that 'bufu' means 'ice attack', you've got some
catch to do. [100] Persona 3: FES received a score of 89 on Metacritic, slightly higher than that of Persona 3. [107] The conspiracy of The Answer offers much-needed narrative closure to the story of The Journey, according to Shane Bettenhausen. [98] Kevin VanOrd called FES a wonderfully improved version of an
already-large RPG; In his review, he recommends the game to new players and those who have already finished the original game. [44] The game of The Answer was criticised by several reviewers because not the social elements of the original game. [44] [48] VanOrd found that the new chapter is less interesting as a
result of this. Jeff Haynes said that changing harkens back to a classic, more hardcore RPG experience of fighting and grinding while done at the expense of what made Persona 3 so interesting in the first place. [48] The reviews of GameSpy and IGN repeated issues found with the original game, such as the inability to
directly control party members in the war. [48] While some critics such as IGN persona were criticised for losing some of its polish, it was as awarded FES, which received an 89 out of 100 from 100 of Metacritic,[108] making it the third best revised PSP game on the website. [114] It was praised for already being released
twice and was an adventure worth playing again. It was echoed by GamesRadar, IGN, 1UP.com and GamePro. [108] It received a score of 32/40 from Famitsu; One reviewer wrote that the remake includes enough differences in the Social Links to make it fun even for old players.[102] and perfect scores of websites such
as Destructoid[115] and GamePro. [116] GameTrailers continued to nominate the game for Best PSP Game in their awards, losing to God of war: Ghost of Sparta[117] and Best RPG, which lost to Mass Effect 2. [118] Three websites specifically for coverage of RPGs honoured it in annual award posts, namely RPGamer
(Best Releasure),[119] RPGFan (Best Traditional RPG on Handheld),[120] and RPGLand (Best Port). [121] Shane Bettenhausen considered the inclusion of Evokers a ballsy and shocking move on the side of Atlus, but felt their inclusion created an edgy sensitivity that fits perfectly with the overall dark tone of the game.
[97] Similarly, Joe Juba thought the concept fit perfectly with the game's dark tone. [100] Jeff Haynes found that the animations of characters that their Evokers use to be intrigue and shocking at the same time. [12] While previewing Persona 3 for GameSpot, Kevin VanOrd said that the continued use of Evokers never
gets old and it never gets less wonderful to watch, and considers that you take it for fifty, sixty, seventy, hours or more, it says something. [122] Atlus USA did not remove the Evokers from Persona 3 for its global release, despite the possible possible Nich Maragos said on 1UP.com's Retronauts podcast that the
company had received no criticism for their inclusion. There was never any Jack Thompson-ing... we got no letters from concerned parents. [123] Persona 3 was named best role player of 2006 by Famitsu,[109] and from 2007 by GameSpot and RPGFan. [110] GameSpy gave the title its 2007 PS2 RPG of the Year award
and placed it second in the 2007 PS2 Top 10 Games of the Year. [111] [124] IGN placed Persona 3 FES fifteenth in their function The Top 25 PS2 Games of All Time. [125] 1UP.com's 2007 spelling awards, which ran in the March 2008 edition of Electronic Games monthly, include Persona 3, given the Most controversial
game award that created no controversy. [126] In 2010, Persona 3 became the first place in RPGamer's Top RPGs of the Decade list,[112] and second place in RPGFan's Top 20 RPGs of the past decade list behind Shin Megami Tensei: Digital Devil Saga &amp; Digital Devil Saga 2. [127] According to IGN's Top 100
RPGs of all time, Persona is 3,69th. [128] Legacy Persona 3 FES Persona 3 FES[129] is an add-on disk for Persona 3 containing updates to the original game, as well as a new epilogue in which the player controls Aigis. FES was released in Japan on April 19, 2007, as a detached game, and with the director's cutting
version of Persona 3. Overseas, the combined edition in North America was published by Atlus USA on April 22, 2008, and in Europe by Cow on October 17, 2008. [quote required] According to the game's director, Katsura Hashino, the subtitle Fes is derived from the word festival. [130] This version of the game was re-
released in 2012 as a PS2 Classic on PSN for the PlayStation 3. Players of the original Persona 3 get the option to transfer certain data from the original version's storage file, such as the player's competing, social-related statistics, and maximum social link items. The extension to Persona 3, in addition to adding new
content to the main game (referred to as The Journey, or Episode Yourself in the Japanese version), includes an epilogue to the original story entitled The Answer (Episode Aegis in the Japanese version). The core game of The Answer is similar to that of The Journey, although the Social Link system has been removed,
and the player does not attend school. [44] Persona 3 Portable Shin Megami Tensei: Persona 3 Portable (ペ3ナ3 ポ 2019. Perusona Surf Poōtaburu, an improved port of Persona 3 for the PlayStation Portable, was released in Japan on 1 November 2009 and was released in North America on 6 July 2010. [131] It came
out to most of Europe on 29 April 2011 and came out in the UK on 28 April 2011. The announcement in Famitsū revealed that the player would have the option to play as a female character. This selection changes some aspects of the story: the Person gained by the Protagonist, Orpheus, has a different appearance;
Igor's assistant in the Velvet Room, Elizabeth, can be replaced with a equivalent called Theodore. [132] The gender choice also changes certain aspects of the Social Link stories. In addition to the new playable character, there are two new levels of difficulty to choose from the original game's three. Persona 3 Portable
includes only the story of the original Persona 3; [133] However, general changes were made to the plot, regardless of character choice. [4] The game's revised combat system draws elements at Persona 3's successor, Persona 4. In the fight, the player is able to directly control each character, as an alternative to the
game's artificial intelligence. The ability to guard has been added, and aremedies will take fatal attacks for the Protagonist, preventing his or her death. [132] Outside of Tartarus, instead of navigated the game world by directly controlling the Protagonist, the player leads a pointer on the screen around an area that allows
interaction with characters and objects. The game includes the voice acting of the original game, although characters are not shown in the world, instead of being represented by on-screen portraits. In addition, the anime cutscenes seen in the original Persona 3 have been replaced to feature in-game graphics. [81] Shoji
Meguro compiled 10 new musical tracks for Persona 3 Portable; with the majority of those written for the female protagonist's play through. [81] Several cameos of characters from Persona 4 were added to Persona 3 Portable, including Yukiko Amagi, a playful character of Persona 4. [134] It also contains a cameroon of
Vincent Brooks, the protagonist of Catherine. [135] Persona Q: Shadow of the Labyrinth Main Article: Persona Q: Shadow of the Labyrinth Persona Q: Shadow of the Labyrinth is a dune crawler RPG developed for the Nintendo 3DS. It features both the characters of Persona 3 and that of Persona 4, and also includes
some game elements of the Etrian Odyssey series. The Persona 3 campaign starts two weeks before 4 October. Just as SEES prepares to enter tartarus that night, they are moved into the Velvet room and sent to a school they've never seen before. As they searched the area, they met the amnesiacs Zen and Rei and
the Investigation Team, whose latter was also moved into the foreign school: they must now work together to escape. The match was released in Japan on June 5, 2014, North America on November 25, 2014 and Europe on November 28, 2014. Persona 3: Dancing in Moonlight a rhythm game based on the environment
and characters of Persona 3, entitled Persona 3: Dance in Moonlight, was released for the PlayStation 4 and PlayStation Vita in Japan on May 2018 and worldwide in December 2018, along with Persona 5: Dancing in Starlight. [136] Persona Q2: New Cinema Labyrinth Persona Q2: New Cinema Labyrinth serves as a
successor to Shadow of the Labyrinth. The match was released in Japan at 29 2018 for the Nintendo 3DS and was later released to the west on June 4, 2019. The game game the inclusion of the casting of Persona 3 and Persona 4, but they are with the Phantom Thieves of Hearts of Persona 5. Following the
announcement of the game, some criticism fell at stake because they are not mentioned in English. The game is similar to its predecessor, but also adds new features and mechanics. Media Merchandise Various figures of the characters were produced by Kotobukiya, a Japanese collectable toy company. These include
the Protagonist of the game, Aigis, Mitsuru and Akihiko. [139] The figures have exchangeable parts, such as an Evoker or weapon, which can be stored in the base. Alter, another Japanese company specializing in collectibles, also released 1:8 scale figures from Elizabeth, Aigis, and Mitsuru. [140] [141] [142] The
headphones worn by the Protagonist are sold by Audio-Technica, model ATH-EM700 (Japan-only version). [143] Atlus collaborated with Japanese publishing Enterbrain to publish the game's multiple strategy guides and an art book that outlined character and institution designs. [quote required] Manga A Manga
adaptation of Persona 3 written and illustrated by Shūji Sogabe was published monthly in the Japanese magazine Dengeki Maoh until it went on hiatus after Persona 4 was released. However, it started again November 7, 2011, moving from Dengeki Maoh to Atlus' official Persona Magazine. [144] As of February 2017,
11 volumes were released. [146] Anime Sea also: Persona: Trinity Soul and list of episodes A non-canonic spin-off anime to Persona 3 entitled Persona: Trinity Soul aired in Japan started in January 2008 and ran for twenty-six episodes. It takes place ten years after the events of the game, the anime features Akihiko as
a secondary character. [147] NIS America licensed the show and released it in two half-season luxury expense box sets with the original Japanese soundtrack in 2010. [148] Films See also: Persona 3 The Movie: No. 1, Spring of Birth; Persona 3 The Movie: No. 2, Midsummer Knight's Dream; Persona 3 The movie: No.
3, falls down; And Persona 3 The Movie: No. 4, Winter of Rebirth In June 2012 was announced that Persona 3 would receive a fourth film series adjustment. It was produced by AIC ASTA (first film) and A-1 Pictures (films two to four). The first film was directed by Noriaki Akitaya, the second and fourth by Tomohisa
Taguchi, and the third by Keitaro Motonaga. The main Japanese voice actors of the original game played their roles in the film series. [150] Radiodrama Various series of radio dramas based on Persona 3 and Persona 3: FES was released in Japan. Persona 3 Drama CD: A certain day of summer features an original
story voted by the game's original cast. [151] Persona 3 Drama CD Vol. 2 -Moonlight connects the story of Persona 3 and the epilogue released with Persona 3: FES. From February June 2008 was released a series of character dramas as five CDs. The volumes focus on the and Ryoji; [153] Junpei and Chidori; [154]
Fuuka, Ken and Aigis; [155] Yukari and Mitsuru; [156] And Akihiko, Shinjiro and Koromaru. In early 2009, a two-volume side story about Mitsuru was released. [158] Stage production Also See: Persona 3: The Weird Masquerade Persona 3 was adapted into five vibrant stage musical musicals, with the first one
performing in 2014. The series of plays was first announced in August 2013,[160] and was written by Kumagai and Kotora Kagurazuka with music by Meguro. The plays included separate performances for both the male and female protagonists, who were named Sakuya Shiomi and Kotone Shiomi, and had minor
dialogue and scenes unique to each protagonist. [161] The plays branched Shouta Aoi as Sakuya, Kana Asumi as Kotone, Maho Tomita as Yukari, Genki Okawa as Junpei, Yuki Fujiwara as Akihiko, Asami Tano as Mitsuru, Marina Tanoue as Fuuka, ZAQ as Aigis, and Waku Sakaguchi and Tomonori Suzuki as Ken. The
musical was also broadcast live on Niconico,[162] and a behind-the-scenes special broadcast on Tokyo MX. [163] The first play, Persona 3: The Weird Masquerade: The Blue Awakening ran from 8-12 January 2014 at Theater G Rosso and was awarded a home statement on 14 May 2014. [165] The Blue Awakening
resulted in events following Fuuka's inclusion in the party. [166] The Blue Awakening was succeeded with a successor, Persona 3: The Weird Masquerade: The Ultramarine Labyrinth, which ran from September 16–24, 2014, at Theater 1010[167][168] and received a home statement on 28 January 2015. [169] The play
follows games from July to early November. Richard Eisenbeis of Kotaku reviewed the play favourably, approving his decisive and special effects, but felt that the musical numbers were out of place and the protagonists had zero personality. [170] A third musical, entitled Persona 3: The Weird Masquerade: The Bismuth
Crystals ran from 5 June 5–13, 2015 and was awarded a home statement on 30 September 2015. [173] The fourth and fifth stage pieces, Persona 3: The Weird Masquerade: Act 4: Indigo Pledge and Persona 3: The Weird Masquerade: Final Act: Beyond the Blue Sky, ran from April 14–23, 2017. [174] References (a b c
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